
House rules

For the events NOFX concert (2.6.2023) and the SBÄM Festival (3.6.2023 and 4.6.2023) (in the 
following called event).


Organizer* is: 

SBÄM GmbH 

Obere Donaulände 13 

4020 Linz


At the venue: Pichlinger See (hereinafter referred to as venue) 


Preamble
 

These House and Place Rules (hereinafter referred to as "House Rules") are rules of use. They 
apply to the event at the venue, organized by the organizer. The house rules will be posted clearly 
visible at all entrances. 


Scope of application 

These house rules apply during the events of the event series "SBÄM Festival 2023" for the entire 
area used in connection with the event at the venue. The event premises include all areas 
accessible to the event in the venue with tickets and / or accreditation, including all entrances and 
exits, as well as all other official areas and facilities. These house and site rules do not apply to 
emergency personnel. 


Stays 

Only persons (regardless of age) who have passed through one of the admission gates between 
the start of admission on 2.6.2023; 13:00 and the end of the event on the respective day following 
the event day at 02:00 at the latest are allowed to stay in the event area. (The last match day of 
the event series is 4.6.2023) enter the venue and / or carry an accreditation. The accreditation 
must be presented upon entry and within the event site upon request of the security and public 
order service or the police. Upon request, proof of identity must be provided by means of an 
official document. 

After the end of the event at the venue (in all likelihood after 5.6.2023 at around 2:00 a.m.), all 
visitors must leave the event site as quickly as possible, but no later than 2:00 a.m.. 

Driving and parking with and of vehicles within the event area is only permitted with a special 
authorization of the organizer.


Entrance checks 

All visitors and accredited persons are obliged to show their ticket or accreditation to the security 
and public order service and, if requested, also to the police, and to hand it over for inspection 
upon request. In the event of refusal, access will be denied. 

The security and public order service is entitled to examine persons - also by using technical aids 
- to determine whether they represent a security risk due to alcohol or drug consumption or 
because they are carrying weapons or dangerous or flammable objects. With the consent of the 
persons being searched, the security and public order service is authorized to search items of 
clothing and any containers carried. 

For items found at the entrances by the security and steward service and whose taking along by 
visitors is prohibited according to the list under "Prohibitions", there is no depot available in the 
venue for the safekeeping of the items. Therefore, before entering the venue, visitors must store 
these items in a place of their choice at their own risk. Visitors who refuse to give away prohibited 



items or who do not take care of other safekeeping outside the premises will be denied access in 
any case. 

Persons who pose a security risk or refuse to consent to a search will be turned away by the 
security and public order service and prevented from entering the event premises.


Conduct on the event premises 

All persons entering the event premises must behave in such a way that no other person is 
harmed, endangered or - more than is unavoidable under the circumstances - obstructed or 
inconvenienced. 

All persons entering the event area must follow the instructions of the organizer, the security and 
order service, the police, the fire department and the rescue service as well as instructions by 
means of announcements. Anyone who intentionally or negligently fails to follow these 
instructions or violates other rules of the house rules may be expelled from the event premises by 
the security and public order service or the police. 

For safety reasons and to avert danger, visitors are obliged to move to areas other than those in 
which they are currently staying if instructed to do so by the security and public order service or 
the police. 

All entrances and exits as well as emergency, escape and rescue routes must be kept clear. 
Further necessary requests and orders may be issued for individual cases to prevent or eliminate 
danger to life, health or property. The instructions issued for this purpose by the security and 
public order service or the police must be complied with. 

Waste, packaging materials and empty containers are to be disposed of in the waste containers 
located on the event grounds.


Prohibitions 

Unless expressly authorized by the organizer, it is prohibited to bring the following items onto the 
event premises or to carry any of the following items. In case of doubt, the classification of items 
as prohibited or permitted within the meaning of these house rules is the responsibility of the 
responsible security officer. 

(a) Weapons of any kind; 

(b) Items and objects that can be used as weapons, cutting weapons, thrusting weapons or as 
projectiles - in particular also umbrellas, helmets and other bulky utensils; 

(c) Bottles, jugs or cans of any kind as well as other items made of PET, glass or any other fragile, 
splintering or particularly hard material as well as Tetra packages of more than 0.33 liters per 
person; 

(d) Fireworks, flares, smoke powder, smoke bombs or other pyrotechnical items; 

(e) Alcoholic beverages of any kind, drugs and stimulants; 

(f) Racist, xenophobic, right-wing extremist, national socialist, sexist or political propaganda 
material; 

(g) Flagpoles or banners of any kind; 

(h) Animals, except guide dogs and/or partner dogs; 

(i) Any advertising, commercial, political or religious items, including banners, signs, symbols and 
flyers and the like, and promotional and commercial items and materials of any kind; 

(j) Gas spray cans, corrosive, flammable, staining or otherwise hazardous substances, or 
receptacles containing substances which are injurious to health or highly flammable - exception: 
commercial pocket lighters; 

(k) Bulky items such as ladders, stools, (folding) chairs, boxes, oversized bags & backpacks, 
camelbacks (hydration packs) travel cases, sports bags; 

(l) Large quantities of paper and/or rolls of paper; 

(m) Mechanically operated noise instruments such as megaphones, gas trumpets; 

(n) laser pointers; 




(o) Still cameras, except "pocket cameras," video cameras, or other sound or image recording 
devices; 

(p) Bicycles, snakeboards, scooters, kickboards, Segways, and similar vehicles; 

(q) Other objects that may interfere with the safety and/or reputation of the Event at the Venue. 


Unless expressly authorized by the organizer, all persons entering the event premises are 
prohibited from: 

(a) Throwing objects of any kind, or spilling liquid of any kind, especially if this is done in the 
direction of other persons; 

(b) To light fires, burn or shoot off fireworks, flares, smoke powder, smoke bombs or other 
pyrotechnic objects; 

(c) To utter or disseminate political propaganda and acts, racist, xenophobic, right-wing extremist 
or slogans and emblems; 

(d) To behave in a manner that others may interpret as provocative, threatening, discriminatory, or 
offensive; 

(e) Cause a threatening situation to the life or safety of oneself or others, or endanger another 
person in any way; 

(f) Cause personal injury or property damage at any time; 

(g) To climb or climb over structures and facilities not intended for general use, including but not 
limited to facades, fences, chairs, benches, tables, walls, fencing, barriers, lighting fixtures, 
platforms, trees, poles of any kind, and roofs or the like; 

(h) Constrict or interfere with traffic areas, walkways, driveways, entrances and exits to visitor*s 
spaces, and escape routes; 

(i) defecate outside the restrooms or litter the event grounds by throwing away objects - waste, 

packaging, empty containers, etc; 


Any violation of these house and site rules will be punished as follows: 

(a) Visitors will be expelled from the event site; 

(b) The organizer will ban visitors from the event site for the duration of the event;

(c) The rights of the owner of the domiciliary rights - in particular the assertion of claims for 

damages - remain unaffected.


Liability
 

Any person entering the Venue acknowledges that he/she is entering the Venue and its 
surroundings at his/her own risk and that the Organiser* or other relevant persons and bodies 
cannot be held responsible for any risk, danger or loss incurred, including personal injury, damage 
to private property, loss of private property or other incidents, resulting from the attendance of the 
event in the venue, regardless of whether these incidents occur before, during or after the 
attendance, with the exception of events caused by gross negligence and / or willful misconduct 
of the organizer*. 

All accidents or damages must nevertheless be reported immediately. 


Duration of validity 

All visitors declare their express agreement with these house and site rules by purchasing the 
admission ticket, but at the latest by entering the event site. Any objections must be received by 
the organizer's management in writing and in good time. This written form requirement is satisfied 
by simple postal correspondence. Communication via e-mail or fax does not fulfill the written form 
requirement as long as the recipient does not expressly agree to it in the same way. The house 
and site rules apply in particular, but not exclusively, for the duration of the actual event days, 
from the start of admission to the end of the event on these days, when the last visitors have left 
the event site. After the event, all visitors must leave the event premises immediately but in an 
orderly manner.


